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The Network Advisory Committee devoted its October 25-27, 1?82
program' meeting to. a discussion of-Ittbkic/private sector interaction in areas
related to library rfetwor4dng, Itiecause oaf' the compleic 'nature of the issues and the
potentially. polarizing and, therdf ore, inconclusive results that could have occurred,
the fact that this session, en'ded on a 'positive.n?te can be attributed .,to the
.excellent preparation done- by the program planning subcommitteeMary Ellen
Jacdbi chair, ,Avrth Robinson,Rn, Brett Butler, Wallace Olsen, Barbara arid
Ward 'Shaw). In, addition, the _efforts of Ms. Jacob; Ms. Robinson, and Sandra PaUl
in compiling this report and the -support of the Council on Library ResourCes are

-gratefully acknowledged. .y .

This docunient has 'bekil officially transmitted to the National Commission
on Libraries and ,Inf ormation Science. It should be noted that the Opinions
expreSsed in this report are those of the Network Advisory 'Committee acting
collectively as a body and not necessarily -those of the individual organizations
Fepresented on the cowmittee:. ,

1,111;_e Wiette D. Avram, Chair
Network odvisory Committee

26 August -1983
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; The Library of Congress:' Network Advi:( COmmittee Is composed of.

:. individuals who i'epresent,orgaitzatio0 In both th bile and private sectors-that
to

are in .the library and/or' information science fl d. Organization& represented on
NAC include; national, and prOfesional memb rsiN associations, trade. and
ins utional associations,` national 11 raries/federa information agencies, national-,
bibl gr4phic ...networks', regional spe ial bibliegra hie, system operators,' network
§er ce organizations, national refer nce systems and selected Individual library
"systems.

NAC's primary role is to ser e as an advi Ory comnAttee to the. Library of
Congress , (as its title 'states) on 1 brary and i forntihtionnetworking activities, .'
external to LC which will affect its present and uture servicesland to react to LC
plans and strategies for providin services, t those sectors. and institutions
represented by NA,,, ,

Iniacidition; NAC serves »s a sounding board and forum for
".the National Cbmmssibn- on Libiatiies and Info mation Science), provides input to
the Council' on Library Resources on the desig and development of anationwide
network, and generally serves as, the.principal orum on national netytork.planning
and policy.; NAC's function in every oase is to' diScussand clarify issues raise
tinAtter-S- of .-..--c-Offedrii,---an-dWhsenaripliipilate;Th-redeniiine-rid-a-C-tiaS -to- LC, CLIP; "or

\ NCLIS but not to take direct action itself. /

NAC represents an unparalleled resource to ,these agencies by providing
expert adviee on library .networking. -Mernbers -6f NAC Vorne, no only as

representatives of the institutions' they repre-sent officially but also , as highly
articulate, knowledgeable individuals in the. field of networking and library,
automation. They are typically opinion 'leaders in their organizations and in their
professions. As :such, NAC's influencefas a forum for discussion is 'far more
pervasive than 'S'6ggested by thei tWo ori thr e .me gs it holds in a year Thr-

: exchange of opinions- within th e NAC m etings a d ,corrimunication of thai
inforrnation back to their profes6onal colle gues, in rgani-zations and institutions
throughout the Unitdd States have been ihval able for all concerned.

,

./ Program sessions are valued by NA members because theurovide a rare
opportunity to step back, frem the dernan s of .each ind4fiduAliNAC member's

, ,

institutional ,perspectilled and review issues relating to. networking on a *broader
leyel with the benefit of and, dirdicted 'reading. Some of, the, issues't t
have been .'coyered over the p st years inCludef" ownership and distribution .of
bibliographic data,lt.go'vernance and development of a national ,network,2/ an
'document delivery. Reports halie-been made at the, conference's of the Anner:ica
Library Association and the nmericah Sodiety for Information, Science, and various
papers have been published; inc1,6ding the Most recent report" Document Delivfty-
-Background Papers Commissioned by the Network Advisory COmmittee.3/

a

1 , ir

. . The ,present paper is an outgrow* of NAC members' concern 'with thiL
complex. issues invOlved with public an private ,sector interactions and their

,,,

relationship o -networking activities. Ttie reasons for this concern,,4hp.: NAC
program on is topic; and the, ,conclusicaaS drawn are described. This report '+ not

intended to e a definitive analysis of arty of the cases mention 'd' but rather to
klentif y and highlight issues f concern in library networking,- to aid in under -.

.i --,

standing the issues, and to, rompt further .consideration by colleagues and

researchers.' We hope that the report highlights both means And ends, recognizing
a

2



that these m4y bQ quite different, There may also be a .variety of Ways to achieve
degrable goals, and In certain contexts, multiple means may, be appropriate.

1/ Duane E., \yebs$er and Lenore S. Maruyama, i and Dis ributien of
Bibliographic Data) Highlights of : ,,k, ;Meetit .'7176"..Librar)Lo
Congress Network Advisory ComMitteei,Marc 80. PTgiiiiigton:
Library of CongreSs, Dec: 1980.. Rev; fAzty 1 81 .- .1:7 p. Available by
request:from the LC Cataloging Distribution SerUiCe,..Customer Services
Section, Washingtorqp,c. 20541,
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ornmitteej October 1-2, '1980. as lington Library. of Congress, ,Jan.,
198144%''llev, May 1981). 15 -p. Also av able\from the`, Cataloging

14
Document liveryBackground' Papers Commissioned by, ,t1, .Network
Advisory CO_ ittee. ,(Washiligton: Library of Congress, 1982). -1 v.
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EXACUTIVR'hUMMARY

4

, At two,day,ineetinti in' Octoh 191W, the Networli 'Advisory-Committee
disclosed -the implications of,.puhliqpriv d sector, infrraction iWnetwnrkintit The'

7rorgirt, Phhi,to'iootoilForivA10._Soptor IntertAetion lirOvidin InfornOn:Services
,prepared-bythoislatiOnareOuilitiiibh-6ii-Lihrariei aiiiiinfOrinatt0h
Sector /Private Sector Ta414 VOCCat %NM Usad as a core doctintei%.. In addition, NAC
-conlinissioned'a Concept paper by tilyn.11,vanir itxecutive Director, 30NY/ocix,

.S111411 diScosion 31'040 ware formed to,loplore.ip 'detail how-- the principles
and recontinendations tht!report to NCLIS related to special ser=vices provided',
by ottikw a public or private sector agency, The groups cdticluded that while eijuity
9f access and preser vation. were of concern, thOW.tiorvicamcouldl.With appropriate
sifeguards, be supplied by tlitheriseetor, Appendix. 1) contains a iaralaary of NAt7:
,Vi.e.W5 on the NCLIS tatilC force recoinniendatlons. NAC also recommended the
following:

NC1.1S should .prepare, an liweatory of past and current .projects
that have denionstrated the of fectiveness and efficiency of,puhlic
and privato'sector interaction, identity what made those particular
projects successful, and develop_ guidelines for promoting ' or

_I
.

. ,

4 NCLIS should review its existing reports, in particular, the results
of the White. House Conference on Library and Information
Services, to identify potential projects. which would promote and
encourage public/private sector Interaction. .

NAC should report on its kiotivities and on tkitvarticular discussion
to the profession through sessions at different conferences.

Ir NAC should gather the related inforThatIon for i s meeting and
prepare a network planning paper with its concept paper and
background,information to encourage and promote discussion of the
important issues raised in the NCL1S task force reporlt,

. 1



.10 INTRODUCTik.IN
I

!ioffn4 14411o4 in tho libroy prto§4ion are I1arl=nni la They orP.(ii4c11440d tor
4 ri11104 tdtla tflllii V144W# 4114i 0,111i0 4114itit Itii;:h fin 4044 tit C010:(1111 14. pnblic/priViAtt4
40t;101' lilt 1414t-140111 MO4t COCkinIlY jt Ws14 rgli44d In (OR41-41 (0 the infortii-otion
cminiiiinity dittoront k-)110 .4144 the 11141110 in Vt rogiittocy
poiwy# dun the 40#2:od w444 lokiEtwi: by tbo Nmionoi Conin§iion on
1,11) nrni lotorninlion Scionc,o of 4 if44k tOITO !'01)011,
Sty, tor ioiNili90ipPolyitilliviot9rimt(99 syyti704,1/ It:141411140 trik 4

roporni,t,bppn 40m0 of- If highly crittlea of tlt w.ty ort.niti 144us-14 wort)

discussed or avoided,

Consequently at the t.74oher, 032 program ki0ii011) thr3 Network .AkiVISOry

0)11)14141e choso to disci.tax this report in the context t networking attic erns, The
report W4 prodtiCed by A task forC0 appointed by %IL'S, was Composed. of
twenty-one members representing 40 array of private sr-14ot' (tor-profit and not-
for-profit) and Federal government information producers, as well as two library
school deans, ono library school faculty Ineuiber,; the director of the 'John Cram
Library, can Zitato librarian, and two Nti cotimiissivners. 'One-third of the task
force from the tar-prolit hector, one-third fpni nOt-fOrlirofit
sector, and nie,tird represented Federal, state, and local gcivrrnlitent,

e

The -Network Ard-yhory "ConimItte-ti Wa-sparr,todarty-.--int-eres-iett.-itt;-ihe'
sobieet of the task force's report, to NCLIS for a number of reasons, At previous
program sessions, the advisory committee had struggled with the isSue of ownership.
and. distribution otAata and had recognized the complexity ot the' issue and the
economic ...implications in the late 100s. -.Similorly, it had been involved in

discussions on the, issue of whether there should 'be a monolithic national netwirk
for delivering services-to libraries and had concluded, that diversity and decentrali-
/Atkin of services were more desirable than an or4rly bOt rigid superstruc tur9.

In the procesS cif developing a proposal in .1982 on the subject of document
delivery, the same, nee& for diversity. and a mix of piiblic and Private 'support
services also became apparent to.the advisory committee. Furthermore, a number
of NAC members, also directors of public sector network service organizations,
had worked productiVely with companies in the private sector to deliver network
Services to their constituents. They felt that their' positiye experiences demon--

strated that cooperation and collaboration were both possible and practicable.
Finally, the advisory committee concluded from these earlier sessibns that a key
issue in private/public sector interaction was how to price and- package infor-
mation, a topic it wanted to explore in more depth.'

The Network, Advisory Committee places a high value on public/private
sector interaction and has attempted to :increase private sector participatiorhonn
the committee in recent years. Then.ewest member, the Institute for Scientific
Information in Philadelphia, is the -first in the category-of an operator of a national
reference system, i.e., 'a computer- based, publicly available inforrnation service
containing bibliographic and other machine-readable data where the ,contents are
created by the system or provided to it by data base publishers and where its users
ordinarily d9 not modify-the data base proyided.

The report prepared by the NCLIS Public Sector/Priv.ate Sector Task Force
h d been. .given to NAC members at the March 1982 meeting by Toni Carbo

-8-



Bearman, Executive Dire Ctor of NCLIS. Ms. Barman explained tt.it the report
had been received but not yet "accepted by the commissioners of NCLIS. Most of
the members had read a critique of the report by Patricia Glass ScliumanWthe
June 1, 1982 ,issue of Library Journal; consequently, they believed the report
merited a full and objectWe 'review and planned the next program session of NAC,
scheduled for October 1982, around the NCLIS task force roRrt.

_REFERENCE

I/ National Commission on Libraries and Information Science, Public
Sector/Private Sector Task Force, Public Sector/Private Sector Interaction
in Providing Information Services. (Washirigton: NCLIS, Feb. 1982). 88 p.



2. PROGRAM STRUCTURE

When the Network' Advisory Committee agreed to discuss the NCLIS
Public/Private Sector Task Force report, Public Sector/Private Sector Interaction
In Providing Information Services, it was anxious to avoid debate on the issue of
fee versus free information services. Service charges are only one element, and
while important, may overshadow other critical issues. Secondly, the advisory
committee agreed that the critique of the report should focus on those issues
related or of importance to library networking.

For this session, objectives of the Network Advisory Committee were to
identify missing /areas in the report, identify problems of interpretation or
applicati6n, iden ify any areas relative to networking requiring action by thy
advisory commit ee, publish a summary of the meeting along with the concept
paper and world g group reports, and present the results of the discussion at
various professional conferences.

f

2.1 TASK FORCE REPORT

Consequently, it was decided the program should provide a review and
summary of the NCLIS report itself. The chairman 91) the Public Sector/Private
Sector Task Force, bean Robert Hayes, Graduate School Of Library and
Information SCience, University of California, Los Angeles, was asked to serve as a
resource persOn during this session to provide background material and clarification
as well as to espond to questions the committee members might have. In addition
to asking Dean Hayes to respond, 'NAC commissioned .a paper by Glyn Evans,
Executive D'frector*f SUNY/OCLC, which would identify deficiencies within the
report and h ghlight those issues of major concern to NAC members on networking.
NAC mernb rs were sent several background papers (see Appendix A), including Pat
Schuman's rticle and a transcript of an earlier talk that Dean Hayes gave at the
Association of Research Libraries' annual meeting on the task force report (see
Appendix . In his talk to ARL, Dean Hayes highlighted several important items
which the ask force consciously excluded from consideration In the report:

"T e focus of our work must be made clear, since the title of the
'Task Force does not adequately define that focus. In fact,, we were
concerned totally with what we called 'governmentally distributed
information,' but really federally distributable information."

e area of international data flow is one in which public
sector/private sector interaction is clearly of irnme importance,

. but the Task, Force did 'not feel that it haeraMicient rtise in
itsmembership or time with which to cover the issues adequately.",

"... issues related to private copyright conflicts, to' conflicts
between different private information activities,' and to conflicts
between the providers and the purchasers of information services
were not considered unless they involved the government itself as a
party to those conflicts."

,
f

IHaving stated these Qicaveats to the ARL members, Dean Hayes went on to discuss
the composition of the task force:

1

_
07,
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"The distribution of philosophical views concerning the role of
government CovereVil'eally the complete spectrum, from those
who would claim thlt the government should cio nothing in the area
of informatibn distribution, literally onothing, to those who iwoUld
regard the distribution of information as an essential function of
government and/that government should be able to make decisions
to distribute irnormation if is in the public interest to do so.
Between these two polar views would be virtually any other view of
the relationship between the public sector and, the private sector of
which you can conceive."

Dean Hayes said to the ARL membership:

"I would like to make a personal comment which does not reflect
the Task Force in any sense, but my own observation as ,chairman.
TO' private sector members of the Task Force were very articu-
late, very forceful, and had a very firm grasp of what they wished
to accomplish. The ;public sector and not-for-profit 'members of
'the Task Force were somewhat less forceful, less articulate, and
less in agreement on the values related to their concern. I think

/ that the results reflect that relative degree of ability to articulate
/ and present views forcefully."

WAC concluded, as Dean Hayes noted, that the overall tone of the report and its
Seven principles were heavily influenced by the private sector members.

4

2-k2 CONCEPT PAPER

Glyn Evans presented his discussion paper, commissioned by the Network
Advisory Committee for the October program session (see Appendik C). He ,noted
that the task force did not define the parameters of "information," did not .collect
data in support ,of some of the principles and recommendations, did not grapple
with international data flow problems, did not examine copyright issues, and most
impbrtantly, chose to define the problem in narrow terms. Only the Federal
government/private sector interaction 's %discussed in the report, not the larger
questions, of _t-for-profit/profit/gover , mental (all levels) interactions. Evans

called for the
n_

of an economic model "to assess be value of improved
service" provided by the regional library networks. He criticized the task forcelor
having overlooked the role of theSe regional and national networks in their, report
and for failing to recognize their importance as technology, transfer agents, and
brokers of private and public sector services.

15
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3. WORKING GROUP SESSIONS

Following the presentations by Hayes and Evans, the Network AdVisdry
Committee formed smaller working groups to consider two case studies which were
selected because they provided an opportunity Aocompare a service provided by
the Federal gOvernment with ,one offered by the private sector. One Case was the
development and avWlabilitY of MARC and REMARC files and the secorKto 1
document delivery SS-vices provided by the National Technical Information Service
and the Institute for Scientific Information.

The working groups. were asked to compare and contrast the two services
by evaluating:

What each, service was and how comparable each was in terms of
the services, facilities, or features provided? ,

What:the products and services were?
c

For whom those products and services were.intended?'

What other uses could be made of the products or servicesT
n.

How were they accessed?

ere users charged for use of the product or service?

Were there alternatives to these products or services?

What barriers existed to using these services?

Were there any limitations or restrictions on the service or
product?

What were the advantages of the pirticular service or product?

In particular, the groups tried to contrast these services by considering
whether it made any difference that this particular service was provided by a
public or private agency. The working groups also looked at the services in relation
to the matrix given in the NCLIS report which also appears in Dean Hayes' remarks
in Appendix B.

.

3.1 MARC4ZEMARC COMPARISONS

J Two working groups independently analyzed the cases of MARC, an
example of a public Vector service, and REMARC, an example of a private sector
service. MARC is the subscription service of macnine-readable cataloging records
provided by the Library of Congress, principally of materials cataloged by ,LC. It is
available on a subscription basis. A subscriber may acquire all MARC records or'
those for a particular format, e.g., serials or monographs, or certain subcategories,
e.g., English books. There is no selective record service. Records may be new or
deletions or_ changes for previously issued records. No restrictions presently exist
on the reuse or copying of MARC records.!/.

-12- 16
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The REMARC service evolved from an agrgeme with Carrollton Press to
convert Library, Of Congress shelflist records primarily f orn 1940 until the start of
the MARC subscription service LC agree t`- distribute via MARC no more.,than.
15,000 of these updatA records in any the-year period. Carrollton Pregs retained
the- rightt to distribute the updated records. Several 'different distributiOn
mechanisms have been used, including a selective service allowing libraries to,
acquire single records via Library of Congress card number. Whilelibraries may
use the *records.for internal syStems, contractual restrictions have been placed on
redistriuti or copying by ot r libraries.

4 *

The o were contrasted using.the factors described abOve:; The results of
this analysis appears,in Table 3-1 at the,,en of this section.

,. C

The model preserited in the NCLIS task force report, "Schematic of
,1,0 Contexts for Conflict Concerning the Role of the Federal Government in Providing

Information Resotjrces, _Products, & Services," was also studied to ddtermitiCif 'it
was, helpful in analyzing the two casetrAt did not seem applicable and was
*useful in this analysis.

, ,

The services, MARC and REMARC, were found to be quitelsimilar and
coinplementary sike eacli covers a somewhat different time f4ranree., Both offer a
core of MARC format records which can be .used for a variety of purposes. The
audience for both MARC and REMARC is, the same: large libraries as' opposed to
small public' libraries. The alternatives to either' the MARC or REMARC services,
i.e., each institutrongeating its own Machine-readable files or contracting with
others for such files, also ddentified. For REMARC `it was assumed that the
demand was for machineadable 'equivalents of cataloging records in ibneV own
library.

f
For the REMARCtervice, the following effects result' f1om restrictions on

"follow-on" products: (1) Users cannot share the records with others except on
business terms set by the vendor; (2) each online catalog would be independent of
others (the possibility of grou0 contracts was raised to counteract this); and (3)-the
results may not fit into national planning. , 4

Also, for REMARC, the lack of quality controrwould have the following .

results: (1) Upgrading of the records would not be available to other REMARC
users; (2) authority control would be lacking within an institution's catalog;2/ and

(3) duplicate records might remain undetectedin an institution's catalog.
, .

REMARC represents a private (for- prpfit) sect& service in an area where
the need exists. AlthoUgh the public sector agency (the Library of Congress) -had
attempted to undertake large-scale retrospective conversion ,through its RECON
(Retrospective Conversion) and COMARC (Cooperative MARC) pilot projects, it
was not able to obtain the necessary funding from CorTgrTsrs' to continue these
efforts on an operational basis. A service like REMARC tends to serve the,needs
of individual institutions - :rather than networks. REMARC could also complicate
networking 'activities because decision-making is moved to a local. level, possibly
without considering the needs of the larger group of institutions or resource
sharing.
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Conclusions reached by tht%wQing groups were:

One cannot generalize bout the relative merits pf services
provided by the :public s tore. as opposed to 1the private sector;
there is a need to discusi t e probjems andssues on a case-by-cate

P basis.

,

There is diversit Of opinion in both is nd private secto
manyissues oularly- osting and pricing.'

Private,sector activities, Ai.hictrare market-driven in both the for-
profit and At-fir-profit agencies, will continue independent of

° network planning.-
. .. 4

mThese market-driven deyelopments may not provide tutorial and
.planning functions that are ideal factors in network development;

, therefore,' the, Network Advisory Committee should continue to
suppo t dialogue among the three sectors (public, not-for-profit,
and pr fit), . *

I. i
One principal result of theselkivities is that decision:making is
decentralized and placed at an institutional level. Network'
development is-also decentralized. I

There' is sually stronger management control over the develop:
meta proce s in the private sector than in the public sector.

Public/privateAsector dialogue on issues is
the event.

eded before, not after

Government competition will al ayS b'''a sensitive area, parti-
, cularly if prices set b'y govern t reflect only part of the cost

and doei not reflect -true cost°. tk
,., - .

One shduld look for areas of mutual interest befOieen the public
and private.

One cannot always assume that the gpvernrnent has our,
,
best

° interests irr mind. ;
. , .g

Questions raised were many but related primarily to three major' areat.
Basic to these is where do the responsibilities lie: wi the public, the\p ate, or.
both sectors? 1 i °

. (
. .

.,

Who is responsible for the archive an preservation functions?;"

Who is responsible for funding research?
;

How are decisions made to drop a service orlproduct?



1 '',,

I , 1., "0
3.b0CUMENT DES11211, COMPARISON'..V

,

r
. . i

DOcuinent delivery ,services provided by the National Technical Information
°Ser Vice ,(public sector) and ahe Institute fcir Scientific Information (private, forz
profit sector) were contrasted by another working group. Many of the same factors
and onsider'ations raised by the MARC/REMARCtomparison were also raised.

. 1

Theri will always be differences off op'iniors lo whether,, in a society
bas orithe private enterprise system,which assumes government involvement in
soc),a1,' welfare and the common good, any giVen information service ,shOuld be

6*1 d by the government or the privat sector. 'After reviewing the two
pr,..vite 2, both NTIS and ISI were found to 'hold Jarge ,amountS of little-use,

i'fOrrnation°, having,a largenumbet of titles, only a few of which are requeste
,jsignificant numbers. The private° sector, however, can discard more readil
cause it is not forced by law or regulation to'preserve, materials.

\
The differences betweeh the two services were noted ag fbll r,

The apparent cdst of government produtts an services is' lower
J

because of ,,indirect.subsidies which arer...opt generally available to 1,.
the private sector. 7.--\ .

The political process enables issues rel ted to social values to be
..

,

raised befor a governMent service is discontiiiued in totalgor in
. part, where thf private sector relies ,on market-driven decions.

. .

Services are already available from the public sector, or high entry
cost might preckide start -up by the private sector, reducing
competition and pctsibly dampening innovation.

.

'1 ..
. ,

With repi
1
rd to these,two services, the conclusio Ireached was that there

was ,notteorivelling reason for government-intervention s long as policies were
established which woulaprovide for continuity and availability of services including
functions like preservation. It was also mentioned, however, that since many of
the technical reports handled by NTIS are submitted-1)n a, votantary %basis, it, as a
government agency, probably,Thas More clout than a privatesectororganization to

irf"encourage" federal agencies and private co ractors to send Materials to NTIS.

3.3 SOMMARY

71he Network Advisory Committee concluded that the confrontations
between the public and private sectors on issues like ,copyright or the National
Periodicals Center led to the NCLIS taisk force Deport, which produced few

, . . /.
surprising results. U.S. informatioh resolirces are rich and based, on mutual
public/private sector development that will continue, and NCLIS could improve the
effectiveness Qf its role as adviser to the Exdcutive- SSranch by supporting and
funding a series of pilot projeCts that would deuponstrati the results of cooperation
between the sectors. NCLIS should review6its prior' reports and the recommenda-
tions of the Wnite House Conference on Library, and Information Services to
identifyktseful pilot projects,' and the Network Advisory Committee could assist by

'NlciientifAng thoe projectsAhat celate,,to networking.
dt



, One of the' prirnary cc nclusioris Of the working group sessigns was that in
carfi aring one type of service .availabl from two different sources, One public' and
0 pi'ivate,0 the fact,that,the service as' provicied i,a public di+ private ageny
did not Cause any substiantiarProblerns. The services studied could be. provided in
either 'way. 'There wfould'be --some di ferences : in pcicing and 'availability, but i

i provision by the*.private sectcK,did.,riOa,t,' re te, insurmountable barrier although it
'- m 4might raise quesnS of subsIdY IQ?. ffertai roups,:to ensureqUity of aatess: It

presented no difficulties.of an insurm§urifa ndttire for'networking activities per
se, dIthqugh.some .questions were raised rigardig.the aVailabilityof third party

/ use of the RENAARC:records and-the .rte,atWhrt-i, EC-will be able.to incorporate
REM-ARC records into vie MARC subS'cri fiorfie vice. ' .., .(

re'.i'

REFERENCES 0

1/ For the subscriptiOn: ; e nilirikApril 1i;1983,sthe Library of Congress
,triaVtdtes:' '!The CustOmer will'not copy nor,has inStitut 11) age , ,

redistribute , e co
,

f4fi 'Ain 'the fOrm'received under this .sub-scriPtion Ito; , Customer may copy or redistribute/On a

haVe:bee'
record 1312,',;05,4 Si J., erparty, only thOse MAT records .whidh...

:0
4, T ir a ,_ e 'I

Craiin4d.for local cptalogi g,use.0
1_4 vi

9 2,i,,,,41 9) .. ..,
2- arrolltOn,, ,SObsemiently offered as an option the runningUf

ARC iedOr "AlCted by :'a user againSt the name and subject
-aut

7

rit-y systeinl;rOfBlackwell North America.,

tg,

:
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Cont

TABLE.34
Comparison of MARC/REMARC

MARC

Data base (In aintained
-and updated.
2,000;000 records
1968-- 1

a

Much smaller than REMARC,

High

High

Size:
c-r

Quality:

Completeness:

By-Products/Use:

How sold:

ti

Unlirhited; high quality

ft
Subscription

Agency:

Distribution:
L

Fullness:

Quality Control:

Database maintained by
LC (a public agency)

Distributed wholesale
by LC; distribuied
retail by various agents:
public and private.(not-
for-profit and for-profit)

Full MARC records

REML\12C

One-time'snaPshot

5,000',000 records,
1940-67English;
1940-7'8 Non-English
2,000,060 MARC records.

uch bigger than MARC

Quality control present
because of internal LC
needs.

Funding:'

Restrictions:

e
Public funding

No restnictions on re -use 1/

Very costly fOr one
institution to maintain
entire file:

21'

Limited by contract;
quality unknown

Per transaction/unit
of cataloging (batch)
with Apple.computer on
loan; online throughc
Dialog

Database under private
control

Distributed wholesale
and retail,by Carrollton
Press,,'Dialog

Noil,sull MARC records

No quality control;
esigned to meet market

d rnand (records not
av ilable through public
sector service)

Private capital to
develop public resource

Restricted re-use

Contract limitatiorts;
quality of database;
unknown cost to correct
and up-date

t



Access:

MARC

Average price $.45 per
record for current
subscription. Full
subscription price depends
on frequency and portion
selected.

Online (using.orie's own ; ,

system and the subscription
tapes): OCLC, RLIN, WLN,
Mini-MARC, etc.

13.4tc COM vendors, etc.

Alternatives:**

Advantages:

:input yourself from NUC
coPy:,

BibliogrPhiC utilities
(OCLC, RLIN WLN, etc.),
OCLC retrospective ;record
cost is $.15Yrecord

COM, or other vendors (BNA,
et al)

REMARC

$.50 REMARC
$.20 'MARC recordS

,'

Online: Di

Batch: Vendor matches
records in batch mode
after user i puts card
number on di kette or
tape

Bibliographic utilitieS

EKI and other k boarding('
firms

COM vendors
.

No other source-has
scope; LC gets machine-.
readable records, thereby
facilitating its own
research operations.
Seen as more useful
for reference use than
for cataloging

**Depends op intended use, e.g., reference, acquisitions, cataloging, etc.
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4..CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
r

Pub4c/private sector interactions are many and varied. .'The ,Network
Advisory Committee reviewed some of these in the working group discussions of
the services provided by LC, Carrollton Press, NTIS, and ISI. There, are others that
could be used as examples. We have different approaches- to obtaining information
and access from the telephone system. The white pages present a fairly straight-
forward alphabetial listing of telephone subscribers. The yellow pages present
quite a different approach to information, primarily to businesses and services by
providing categorization or indexfng by subject/setice. Entries in the white pages
generally are provided by being-a subscriber to the telephone company, although
additional listings can be provided at additional cost. On the other hand,

'-' appearance in the yellow pages is primarily an advertising service, and:' an
institution has an option of deciding what type and how much information will be

:7- displayed in the yellow.,pages.

One can look at the kinds of services being p ovidedbetween the public and
private sectors in similar ways. Many of the servic s offered by the private ;eetor
represent a value-added or enhancement of services, whereis the government
services tend to be more of the, bread and butter, plain vanilla variety without
necessarily all the additional value-added features or enhancements.

Similar. differences in approach can be seen in the MARC/REMARC
services where the MARC service provided by the Library of Congress is a tape
subscription service, while the REMARC service Lows a record selection option to
libraries and some enhancement of the record -kith local data. Enhancement of the
MARC record is available through bibliographic utilities and various commercial
vendors, but it is a separate and distinct service from that offered by the Library
of Congr

Similar parallels can be drawn nbetween ISI and NTIS. In particular, NTIS
has an important archival responsibility for government technical reports, whereas
ISI, only guarantees to provide articles for a limited period of time and primarily
for those publicatiOns indexed or processed by ISI.i

In the networking environment, many of the services are provided by the
private sector, although primarily by not-for-profit agencies. These include both
networkorianizations and bibliographic utilities.

Net orking activities also provide an immediate interface. between
private/for-p ofit and "private/not-for-profit agencies in terms of the services
provided to libraries a9d users. Almost all of the equipment and hardware used to
provide the services comes from one or more for-profit vendors; in some instances
the supporting softwve has also been developed by vendors. An example. of this is
the Washington Library Network software developed by the Boeing Computer
Services and the marketing of the WLN software by Bibliotechnics, a private, for -
profit corporation.

These examples illustrate that it is not a question of whther we can 'work
together, but one of, how we can more effectively work together, recogniling the
needs and requirements of each. It is not a matter simply of Federal gorvernment
and private interaction, but of government services at all levels, Fedefal, state,
and local, working together with private to-achieve networking goals
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and objectives. The NCLIS report served as a point. of, departure for NAC's
consideration 6f these issues.

The NCLIS report presented many difficulties for the Network Advisory
Committee both in its general and philosophical premises as well as in its
application to networking. It was difficult to see the differentiation between
principles and recommendations, which seemed to oCierlai). Consequently, the
advisory committee treated, the principles and recommendations as if they were all
operating at the same leyel, rather than- regarding one as a subset of the other.

.._

The issue that raised the most discussion and least agreement related to
how information services are costed. It was recognized that there is not common
agreement on definition of terms, let alone the methods, of costing to be used
Cost allocation remains more an art than a science, and matters of judgment must
be exercised in deciding which eleMents of cost to include or exclude and how to
allocate these among product and services. There seems to be no uniformity in the
public and private sector in calculating costs, nor is there likely to bein the near
future. The use within the Federal government of a common set of definitions and
standards should promote some consistency at that level, but consistency between
private and public sectors and among different institutions within the public sector
is less certain. When two accountants cannot agree on which elements should be
included, it is difficult to see how people who are less expert in this area can come
to an agreement on such emotional issues.

.,

These points are important and do need to be dealt with, but their
resolution is probably going to occur outside the framework of networking activity
and will take some time to resolve.' In the interim, there are a number of steps
that can be taken'on which, there is general agreement." The Network Advisory
Committee prefers to focus on these recommendations.

The advisory committee found it easier to deal with and support individual
recOmnrndations rather than the principles. A summary of these appears in
Appendix D. There was general agreement about recommendations 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8
which involve use of technWogy, standards, education, research, and statistical
data. In particular, the need for funding of research was highlighted as an
overriding need for both public and private sectors and identified as an area in
which the Federal government can play a major role, not only in providing a
climate for encouraging research but also in funding for research projects.

Recommendation 8 on statistical data was strongly supported and empha-
sized in the concept paper prepared by Glyn Evans. One of his major comments
concerned the lack of quantitative data in support of the recommendations in the
NCLIS report. st.-

The advisory committee also endorsed the recommendations relating to
support for libraries in recommendations 12, 15, 25, and 27 and also principle 7. It
supported recommendations 16, 17, and 19 related to participation by the prte
sector inn planninYand standards formulation; The committee also supported
recommendations 23, 24, and 26 and principles 4 and 5 related to the access to
information about reproduction and distribution of government information. While
the advisory committee was in sympathy with a number of other recommeadations
and principles, there was concern about the ambiguity and the wording of some of
the principles, The Network Advisory Committee recognized the extent to which
the task force had worked to pr vide language that all members of the task force

_ .. 24
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could support, but' the advisory committee was concerned about the mbiguity
created in certain instances and preferred not to come out with an endorsement or
support for these principles and recommendations.

The Network Advisory Committee also agreed to respond to N LIS with
-spkific-recommendations over-and-a6ove-those- recommendations relatld to the
report itself. It recommended that:

NCLIS should prepare an inventory of past and current projeCts
that have demonstrated the effettiveness and efficiency of public
and private sector interaction, identify what made those particular

projects successful, and develop guidelines for prornoting or
funding similar projects-in the future.

NCLIS should review its existing reports, in particular, the results
of the White House Conference on Library. and Inforrhation
Services, to. identify potential, projects which would promote. and
encourage pulDlic/private sector interaction.

NAC will present a report to the profession at the various
conferences on its activities and on this particular discussion.'

NAC will assemble the related information from its meeting and
prepare a network planning paper with its concept papr and
background information to encourage and promote discussionof the
important issues raised in the NCLIS task force report.

The Network Advisory Committee's primary concern is to prOide
,positiiie climate for discussion that will promote exchange betwe9n the public and.`
the private sector for the benefit of the entire information prof4ssion_.le:Should
not focus on those issues which are divisive but rather concentrate on those areas
where we can, and have in the past, worked together and identify those areas in the
future,where mutual benefits can be achieved. This is no small task, particularly
when ec9nomics underline much of the concerns-between -the- two sectors and
continue to provide divisive forces. Nonetheless, the advisory committee feels
that the two groups will continue to co-exist and can work together. We need not
stumbleiover the issue of economics but accept them, recognizing the limitations
this may create and get on with the job we all have of providing access to
information in a variety of ways that promote a free and open society.
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APPENDIX B

A COMMENTARY ON THE NCLIS
PUBLIC SECTOR/PRIVATE SECTOR TASK FORCE AND ITS REPORT

Presented by Robert M.,Hayes
University of California, Los Angeles

(Reprinted, with Slight Modifications, from
Asiociation of. Research Libraries, Minutes of the

Ninety-Ninth Meeting, October 29-30? 1981) Washington, D.C.
Scholars' Access to Information:

Public Responsibility/Private Initiative)

The Public Sector/Private Sector Task Force was established by the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science in response to what had
been a continuing debate on the relative roles of the public sector, especially of
the Federal government and the private Sector. The focus of our work must be
made clear, since the title of the task force does-not, adequately defipe that focus.
In fact, we, were concerned totally with what we called "governmentally 'distributed
information," but really federally distributed information.- We used that term
instead of the rather ,ambiguous one "government information," a term with which
we struggled during almost the entire, two years of our discussions.

It is important to recognize what is not covered in the work that we did, so
I would like to go through a list of the,issues that were not considered.

1.

,

We were asked in the original charge to consider the assignment of
responsibilities-for various functions in the information transfer process to
the several components of society: government, private industry, and the
not-for-profit sector.. But we concluded that that was not the proper way
in which to deal with the issues involved, and that, in fact, assignment of
responsibility for functions was totally inappropriate.

2. The implication of the charge was that we Should consider government at
all levels; but we did not. We focused our attention entirely on the Federal
government:

3. In considering even government oP governmentally distributable inf or-
mation itself, we limited our attention solely to that involved in the
external distribution of information, not to the internal use of information
within government.

4. The- task force concentrated totally on government information resources,
.products,-and services that are in the realm of commerce, i.e., that are
disseminated by the Federal government either directly or through the
private sector in a commercial manner, thus excluding those that are
purely internal or?administrative.

5. Although there clearly are areas of conflict within the private sector which
are affected by government action (in the form of legislation, regulation,
or even perhaps direct action), the task force did not consider such issues,
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focusing its attentions totally-on the impact of governmental.inforrnation
activities. Thus, issues related to private copyright conflicts, to conflicts
between different private information activities, and to conflicts between
the -providers and the purchasers'...of information services were not con-
sidered unless they inVolved the government- itself 'a$I a party to those
conflicts.

6. The charge implied that the task force should consider how present
situations might differ 'from the views that we suggested; however, the
task force concluded that it could only make progress if it limited its
consideration to activities that might arise in the future. The extent to
which existing situations m_ ay, or may not fit the principles we identified
will reed to 'be considered on an ad hoc basis, case by case. We did not
attempt to resolve current issues.

The area of international data flow is one in which public sector/private
sector interaction is clearly of immense importance, but the task force did
not feel that it had sufficient expertise in its membership or time with
which to cover the issues adequately. Asa result, despite the importance
with which the members of the task force regarded questions related to
international data flow, the task force did not cover any of them in its
principles or its recommendations.

Although the issues related to technology pervaded the entire deliberations
ti of the task force, arising in virtually every item of discussion, in the final ,

analysis the decision was made that the task force did not find it
appropriate to ,present any recommendations or conclusions' about tech-
nology as such

I think it is important to recognize those boundary conditions because many
of those things fw"e: did not include might haveobeen in ,.your mind as being
encompassed by 't term public sector/private sector interaction.

I would like to comrnenta briefly about-the nature of the task force itself.
It was selected initially and continued throughout its deliberations to maintain a
balance among three sectors.- of our economy--government, private industry (i.e.,
fo -profit organizations), and not-for-profit organizations. And basically the
rn mbership was almost evenly divided among those three components of our
so iety. The distribution of philosophical views concerning the role of government
c vered literally the complete 'spectrum, from those who would claim that the
g vernment should do nothing in the area of information distribution, literally
n thing, to those who would regard the distribution of information as an essential
fu ction of government and that governmInt should be able to make decisions to
di tribute information if it is in the public interest to do so. Between those two
p lar views would be virtually any other view of the relationship between the
p blic sector and the private sector of which you can conceive.

I would like to make a personal, comment,- which does not reflect the task
fo ce in any sense, but my own observation as chairman. The private sector
tn mbers of the. task force were very articulate, very forceful, and had a very firm
tr Sp of what they wished to accomplish. The public sector and not-for-profit
m mbers of the task force were'somewhat less forceful, less articulate, and less in
ag eement on the values related to their concern. I think that the results may
re sect that relative degree of ability to articulate and present views forcefully.
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The work of the task force can be summarized in two statements, the first
of them representing a point of unanimous agreement. (Really, from the very
beginning it provided a driving force flar our discussiOns and achieving consensus
within the task foice.) The second represented the focus of the major philosophical
division in the task force.

1x r First the point of agreement: it is an affirmation of the very context that
Jed to establishing the task force in the first place. To quote froln the report that
we submitted to the National Commission:

-
-."Information resources, products, and services are vital compo-
nents of our society, of our economic productivity, of our govern-
mental operation, of our inpiividual growth and well-being. They
are increasing in their value" and importance, however their role
may be measured,, Government activity should be designed to
foster the development and use of information resources and to
eliminate impediments to such development and use."

' As will be summarized- later, most of the principles identified by the task
forte, but especially 'Principl 2, 5, and 7,. reflect this view. They are each
intended to identify guidelines ederal policy that will support the development
and use of information resource products, and services-.

Second, the focus of difference in philosophy and principle: there are basic
differences in view concerning ..the proper role of the Federal government or of
government in general with respect to providing information resources, products,
and services. They result in conflicts between restricting and not restricting the
role of government.

In the task force debate, those who would restrict the role of government
/ would prefer to place reliance op the forces of the marketplace. Specifically, our

I

I society .is founded on the traditional view that individual freedom and initiative
expressed through competitive private enterprise are the best means for supplying
the products and services needed by society' and the best- means for allocating
resources. Government entry into the marketplace can have a chilling effect On -

[ private sector investment in the generationrcollection, and distribution` of infor-:
1 mation., When the government enters the marketplace, it 10terferes with the

ability of the market mechanism to allocate resources to the optitnum production
of goods and services. The private sector, if not threatened by the anticompetitive
effectof government in the marketplace, can widen the distribution-of information

,.. from government as well as from other activities and thus increase the availability
of information.

In contrast, those who would favor not restricting the role of government
will point to the following: there is need to assure equitable, open access to the
public in general to information that has been 'generated, collected, processed,
and/or distributed. by taxpayer funds. To participate fully in our democratic
society, citizens must be informed and aware, regardless of their individual ability
to pay for needed' information; information needs that are not served by the
marketplace must be met by government.° The government has a role to play in
stimulating the development of information as a resource for dealing with societal
problems. The remaining principles, prirnarily Principles 3, 4, and 6, and Most of
the task force's recommendations are concerned with means for resolving conflicts
implied by this major difference in philosophical view.



. In the discussion there, was a variety of identifiable bases for conflict. And
although these were never formally identified during the discussion, they were
implicit in the discussion. In-the report we included a brief schematic (see Table
B-1 at the end of this appendix)which brought together most of the identifiable
bases for'conflict.

I hope that yoi4 will recognize that any schematic is going to be inaccurate
in many respectS and can hardly convey . the full depth of the task fOrce's
discussions. But it does, I think, provide a useful, framework. The first three issues
relate to the governMental aspects of the conflicts. In particular, the function of
government determines the range of conflict or, the point in the range of conflict.
If the function is constitutionally defined--national defense, for example, is a

constitutionally defined activity, ,copyright is a constitutionally defined activity--
the range of conflict is likely to be limited. If it is congressionally mandated, we
are likely to have a moderate conflict. If it is agency-determined, the conflict is
likely to be, very high. I am not going to repeat what you can red rfiore fully in, the
report. But, once again, the purpose of the .information hnd* the degree of
availability of the information also determine the extent to which there will be
conflict about the proper role of government versus,the private sector.

The next set of issues relate essentially to the user or the usage made of
the information: the audience; the ability of that audience to pay; the social, value
of the information (medical information, for example, presumably having high
social value)f the economic utility (not necessarily synonomous with economic
value); the immediacy of value; and the extent to which the resources, products,
and services are user-specific. This last issue was very crucial in the task force
deliberations. As the government moves from creating information as a resource,
to distribution 151.-\'t as a product, and then to providing tailored services, we are
moving from highly eneralized services to increasing, specificity in the services. ,

. 0 ,

The final set of bases for conflict relate to the processeS by which the ,
information is made available, represented in particular and for example by the
amount of valge added. If we are dealing simply with the generation of and
processing of information, the conflict is' ikely to be litnited. But as we move to
compilation of 'information and collection of it from a variety of sources (including,
in particular,- private sector'sourCes), the conflict increases. As we move to the
packaging of information and providing direct services7-in particular 'marketing
therri--the conflict becomes high.

The form of availability turns' out to be a basis of conflict. If we are ,

dealing with print or even with microform, the conflict, at ,least in the task force
discussions, was fairly limited. But as we moved to computer-processable data,
and more par cularly to online access, the conflict became very, very great.
Pricing polic and the existence of private sector services, either presently' or
potentially were both sources of conflict. And, finally, and in many of the
discussion most importantly, the source of the information represents a basig for
conflict. ,If it is collected from the public, there may be moderate conflict,
represent d by the issue of what questions should be included in the census, for
example, it is obtained from private. sources, the conflict is likely to be very
high. This s hematic gives you a 'very rapid picture of the kinds of issues with
which we struggled.

Now let me: turn to the findings 'of the task force, represented by a set of
principles and, then, related recommendations. I am not going to go "Vito- the full



detail of the recommendations, but I do want to give you the text of the principles.
In general, they are quite consistent with each other and quite consistent with the
set of objectives.- L

The first objective means that we were in favor of open access--and we
used the words "open access" very carefully meaning without essential limitations
on the availability, not "freely available," because that might imply`at no cost-A
open access to information generated by the Federal government and in favor of
reliance upon libraries and private-sector organizations; both for-Profit and not-
for- profit, to make readily available the,information that can be distributed by the
Federal government. -

The view of the task force it that these two sets of inStitutions, taken
tpgether, provide the best -means for insuring ,Public ,access to governmentally;
distributable information. On the Onerhand, the use of libraries; especially public
and academic libraries, assures that ability to pay does not raise barriers which
effectively and discriminatively deny access to information. On the other hand,
the use of private-sector organizations, entrepreneurs in the business of providing
infdrmation services, insures that °, individual freedom and 'initiative will be
dedicated-to developing and marketing a multiplicity of information services whose
value is deterinined by the purchasers rather than by the government. The
principles and recommendations emphasize the importance-of using this balance- -
libraries and the private sector entrepreneursas means for access,- espedially in
contrast to creating new Federal agencies to do so. The principles are in favor of a
leadership role for government rather thane a management role, and of limiting
direct government intervention in the marketplace.

Now I would like to give you a very quick review of the principles; t
related recommendations are spelled out in detail in the report.

Principle No 1: The Federal government should take a leadership role in
creating a framework that would facilitate the develop-
ment and foster the use of information products.. and
services.

The recommendations related to this principle specify several areas in which
government can provide leadership: 'enhancing the. competitive forces of the
marketplace; affirming. the application of the First Amendment; providing legisla-
tive, consistency; using efficient technologies; and supporting education, research,
and data collection in this field.

Principle No. 2: The Federal government should establish and enforce
policies and procedures that encourage, and do not, dis-
courage, _investment by the private .sector in the develop-
ment and use of information prbducts and services.

The six recommendations presented as means for implementing this principle relate
4 to encouragement of new developments, reducing uncertainties, and reducing risks,

especially as may be represented by the threat of government entry into the

marketplace.

Principle No. 3: The Federal government should not provide information
products and services in commerce except when there are
compelling masonssons to do so, and then only when it protectS
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the privdte sector's every opportunity to assume the
functions commercially. .

Principle 3 really ets to ,the core of the problem with which we were concerned,/r_
and I would like comment on some words in this statement. "Compelling
reasons" is obvii) ly a content-free term. The issue, of course, was not whai ate 4
compelling reasb s, since, in fact, we had no means of coming to agreement
what is public go r not public good or what are reasons that government ought

.--/to provide or not pro information Services. We used the term "compelling ,rr
reasons" rather than "pub i ood" precisely to point out that we cannot: answer
that question. But it is answerable-by a process, so the key point is that process by I

which the issue of "compelling reasons" can be resolved. The recOmmehdations
related to this principle outikne a series of steps for determining that there indeed
are "compelling reasons" for the government to provide services in commerce:

Announce intentions, review and approve any plans before imple-'
mentation;-do-so soon enough so that the nongovernmental activi-
ties have the opportunity to respond to them.

Provide an "information impact and cost analysis" as part of the
process of review, evaluation, and approval.

Review periodically.

Do not arbitrarily restrict the Federal govern vent" from enhance-
ment of ; information products and services.

Conduct a periodic economic assessment of the impact of Federal
government information products and services.

The fourth principle is really directly related to the same set of principles.

Principle ,No. 4: The. Federal government, when it uses, reprodutes, or
distr4butes information available from the private sector as
part of an information resource, product, or service, must
assure that the property rights of the private-sector
sources are adequately protected.

To me,. Principles, 5,. 6, and 7 are perhaps° the most important principles
and recommendations.

Principle No. 5: The Federal government should make governmentally dis-
tributable information openly available in readily repro-
ducible form without any constraints on subsequent use.

The Federal government should set pricing policies for
distributing information products and services that reflect
the true cost of access and/or reproduction, any speci c
prices to be subject to review by an independent authorit

Principe No. 6:

Of course, we recognized the problems in determining true cost, but they were
problems which we were totally unprepared to resolve. That is an accounting
problem, not a policy problem, The key point is that the prices for .Federal
government information should not be set in terms of market-oriented criteria,

3.2
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should not be. set In terms of making a profit or even paying for the costs of
creating the information in the first place. They should be pricgd at a level that
will encourage external use of the data

Principle No. 7: , The Federal government should actively use existing
mechanisms such as the libraries of the country as primary
channels for making governmentally 'distributable infor-
mation available to the public..

The report was submitted on August 8.... I do have -a couple of personal
comments I would like to make. They represent concerns on my own part, and I am

going to take the opportunity of this forum to express these concerns. The first
relates to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980. It gave to the Office of
Mariagement and Budget an extent of power over distribution of governmental
information that, frankly, frightens me. And I want ,to `record that with you My

comment is directly related to the issues with which the task force was concerned
during its deliberations. We found in the Paperwork Reduction Act the embodi-
ment of niany of our recommendations. And so my concern is not with the

substance of the Paperwork Reduction Act but with the -extent ofpower that has

been placed, essentially in one agency, by it.

The second concern relates to the general approach that calls for the

government to have "cost recovery," because the effect of that is., by the very
nature of cost recovery, to put the governi'nent into the marketplace; that is where ,

the real problems have arisen. Wher1 the government functions as though it were a
private, entrepreneurial organization in the marketplace for the purpose of making

' money, even if only for the purpose' of cost recovery, I find that to be 'very

distressing. What will happen is either to eliMinate the availability of government
information through government, sources or to put the government into the ,

competitive position that has been of such concern to the private sector, and
properly of 'concern.
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Schematic of Contexts for Conflict
Concerning the Role Of the Federal GovernmTt
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APPENDIX C

A DISCUSSION PAPER PRESENTED TO THE
NETWORK ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON THE

PUBLIC SECTOR/PRIVATE SECTOR TASK FORCE REPORT

Prepared by Olyn,,T. Evans
SUNY Central Administration

PREAMBLE

The NCLIS task force report is both wide-ranging in' its scope and far-
reaching in its implications. The task of producing the report must have been
extremely difficult given the circumstances and timing of the Work, and the task
forCe and Chairman Hayes must be thanked and congratulated for coming to some
cloSure on the complex issues which they addressed. If the report is not totally
accepted for action, at least the problems and constituencies are well identified
and described. Arecord of the conditions and perspectives of a broad spectrum of
the information community at the start of the ninth decade of the century such as
that provided by this document is a valuable and permanent contribution to society.

INTRODUCTION

As I terpreted the arge, it is my fudction to discus those aspects of
the report hich directly relat to the work of the Network Advitory Committee
and the development of librar networks. It is not my function to review the entire
report. Nonetheless, I have some severe criticisms to make of the report prior to
discussion. I hope that the criticisms are constructive and help set, or perhaps
narrow, the Stage for subsequent discussion.

Seldom have I seen a report that is so wide-reaching in its proposals and in
the effects of implementation Which is so totally devoid, of supporting data. One
looks in vain for answers to quantitative questions, such as how much, how many,
how Often, how expensive,. how cheap? Presumably the committee had access to
some data; but apart from the bibliography there are no references to supporting
data or to reports of studies undertaken by the task force. It may well be .that
tner ere cdotal or experiential data available to the task force, equally valid
of urse, but still. not shared. The NCLIS task force reco nizes this lack in
recommending that data be gathered "to deal with information p6licy issues."

Absence of data indicates that the task force reache clOsure through the
careful choice of language and through compromise and improved understanding of
opposing viewpoints rather than by the illumination and appreciation of conditions
by study and analysis. Indeed the report states that "this group argued its way
across the complicated landscape of information policy issues." Speaking in St.
Paul, Minn., Chris Burns, a member of the task force, reported that all three
sectors represented on the task force (public, privatet and Federal government)
"did not understand each other well," although during the work (which took two
years .to complete), the group did come closer tb understanding. Obviously,
contributions to the discussion and appreciatiog of the issues were afluenced by
one's view of the role of governmentin society as by data or experience:



It Is already apparent that discussion of the report will follow 'the same
pattern, with idealogues at each end of the spectrum staking out ground from
which to contribute to the debate. This, of course, is healthy and a welcome ,

affirmation of the strength and wit of democratiC society. One must observe,
however, the rather grim irony of .a crucial debate on' the future of the
"Information Society" being, held in the almost total absence of information.

Some Issues and factors were left unexamined or, unrecogniied by thei'
report. Examples are definitions of "information"-and related asgumptions about
information as a resource; serious speculation on develop ng infqrmation tech- "
,descriptions

and (their effects; the international aspects Information; 'detailed
descriptions of, and recommendations about, the not-for- rofit infoemation sector,
which can range from the Chemical Abstracts Service to OCLC to local library
consortiav and the accelerating rate of change in society where technology is
forcing issues well before society has deVeloped the social mechanisms to deal with
them. (The present report iS,,,itself a valiant example of society's attempts to deal
with an amorphous- problem-about which it has. Ni4gue -'unease -but has neither__
adequate methodology; theory, nor 'data to produce a satisfactory solution.) It will
be difficult to ignore some of these elements in discussing 'the report and its
relation to library networks. Complexity will not disappear through inattention.

It is also necessary to note that the library, as an institution, is the one
sector which must be the most responsive to changing technology but the one which
will be the hardest to change. The very difference . of missions and goals,
constituencies, funding sources, geography, and professional expectations make it
extremely difficult to direct or predict adequate, response. This situation contrasts
sharply with the well-directed efforts of the private sector and the cohesiveness of
government. Library networks have been the premier catalrn for library change in
the last decade; will, can, and should this continue for, the next decade, given the
technological and fiscal imperatives which face the library?

I suggest that one mechanism with which to focus this discussion is to
concentrate on the economic issues. Some methods of information distribution and
access are presumably more cost-effective in narrow terms and more cost-
beneficial in broad societal terms than others: Some kinds of information are
Presumably more efficiently and beneficially distributed one way.than another. All
parties--government, private sector, and the library community--have consti-
tuencies to which they are responsible for both the provision of service
(goods/processes) and economic efficiency (maybe sUrvival). The conference at St.
Paul was well named "A Question of Balance"; without being too naive, I propose,
that it is more a question of economic rather than political or ethical balance.

In this paper, therefore, I concenttate on the economic aspects of those
recommendations which-affect a. library network.

THE LIBRARY NETWORK AS A COMPONENT OF THENOT-FOR-PROFIT SECTOR

The report in its first definition of sectors defines the Public Sector and
the Private Sector as follows:

PUBLIC SECTOR. This term is taken to include government and,

more specifically, Federal government. Agencies, like public



'libraries or public universitieS that are tax-supported, even though
non-governmental in Character, are included.

PRIVATE, SECTOR. This term Is taken to include private enter-
prises, for:profi sand not-for-prOit, as',well as organizations such

as professional .societies and trade associations, hybrids that are
Joint government /private enterprise, and organizations such as,
privately ,supported libraries and universities (even though they
may be subsidized by public funds).

It' then recognizedothe ambiguous 'position of the third sector organizatians
(universities, libraries, research institutes, professional societies)." While the
report was not .able to resolVe this, ambiguity, it does continue by expanding the
definitions into a three-sectordivisiOn as follows:

PRIVATE ENTE,RPRISE. Organizations in the private sector, in
business for the purpose of making & profit.

NOT-FOR-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS. 'organizations both public
and private (such as universitie, libraries, professional societies
and trade associations, non-profit research institutes, etc.), that
provide. non-governmental services, but without the purpose of
making a profit from doing so. '

GOVERNMENT. hederal, state, and local government, including
legislative, executive; judicial,' and inde.pendent agericies perform-
ing the functions hi goVerning the society.

It will be noted that library networks and bibliographic utilities are not
specifically identified as Members of the not-for-prOfit sectors (When I discussed
this informally with a task force member, he could not recall any disctissio'n'of the
role of networks durinithe meetings.),

The bibliographic networks as we recognfie. them:today were founded and

developeb as the result of_specific stimuli. The first was the evidence of need.
Important economic studies such as the papers in Libraries at Large,1/ and later,
expressions of that work, e.g., Baumol and Marcus the Economics of Academic
Libraries,2/ brought wider realization of theneed to change.techniqUes.

As important as the recognition of need was the recognition of opportunity.
The principal opportunity was surely provided by the Library' of Congress with its
pioneering development of automation, from the King report (1972) 3/ through, the
early MARC .experiments to the distribution of MARC II tapes commencing in
1969. Of course, the concurrent computer, telecommunications, peripheral equip-
ment, and software industrial developments were critical, but it is diffitult to
claim that, in the first instance, they were designed for the library or inforrciation
dissemination marketplace. One remembers the initiatiVe of.thq knerican Library
Association in the deVelopment of the upper and lowercase print,ohainkOno`ther

-7profit res onse to a failure in the private enterpjitr,later example is development by OCLC' of the Beehive MO terVanoiher
initiative in not-for

PS
The vision and leadership which. the Library 'of Congress provided. in

developing the formats, working within the international community, and distri-
buting its authoritative data., were critical to the survival of libraries in the
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following decade, hut one notices that Its work WAS built upon oWor-profit
sector, that is the 'networks and Individual Ilbrarles'suCh ,O4 the Nev.'York
Library, Stanford LlniVersity;\ University of Chicago, and a couple Ofi4late libraries,
The development in the'earlY'stairs was largely Ignored by/thp privytp sector. It is
Interesting 1.0 observe that over time, the Library of COn*essplitts not able to
'sustain its contribution of authoritative bibliographic data..11,41S.'stlil viewed ak the
authority, but hick of and the sheer volume of titles needing 1,0),,Ti3
cataloged as libraries and networks grew have overWhelmed it. (Of 7,26 million

`records on the OCLC'file 1696 or I.l59 million are, from Library' of Congress.) The
resulting 'problems in data input eual4rchave ,exorc .,ed, the library network
'community, ever 4iince,, with a huge effort. being ma 0 data rernediation by
libraries, networks, and the Library of. Congress itself Would increased govern-
ifient funding to support the Library of CohgresS' ari'd per aps other "authoritative"
libraries to be prime data producer be &wise investment r society? Or an
area Into which private enterprise c pld and should step? Clearly the present mode
is wasteful overall of =human resource,

. The developMerit of the three triajor bibliographic networks in the U.S. is
an interesting study since in their various ways; all have been built Primarily by
pUblic funds, either through Federal, site,, oe7private foundation grants. Their
continuatiOn, however, has depended O'n'''the sale of services to their r`Realber
libraries; and their' governance, and control have remained in Boards of Trustees
draWn largely from members.' The same is largely true of the regional. and local
networks which may be affiliated with a, nationwide utility or may be providing
purely lotal or statewide ser victs.i,.??I`bp rcI''of direct Federal and statewide
funding is aiminishing, and lib aries 'are increasing their expenditures on networks...--

Perhaps the more sig Ificant aspect' 6f the 1 nary expenditure is not the
maintenance of the network through, the purChase o service but the contribution to
research and development. As. I noted elsewhere the bibliographic utilities have
become important research engines in bibliographic development. (They are not
unique in this, of course; major abstracting and indexing data producers such as the
Chemical Abstracts Service and Biological Abstracts perform the same research
function in a parallel arena.) .- The library contribution to research is not
unconscious'.,, It is active in its contribution of advice" regarding developments and
expectant regarding results,' vinether the result is a new system, a new technical
development, or a data baSe activity. The important element for this discussion is
that again, apart from indiVidual. consultants' and conversations with 'vendors, the
development generally does not include private enterprise. One other important,,,
developMent is the expansion, of network membership to inclUde libraries of for-
profit institutions, a new tomponent, and recognized as both, a, growth area and an
important contributor of ,bibliographic, wealth. Their participation is both blurring
of difference and leavening of -expectation.

If the three major netWorks began, 4nd continue, as notjfor-prof it groups
(along with their regional and local affiliateS), technical and market developments
have assured that they are not the only network developers. Since the mid-1970s,

1

private entrepreneurs, perhaps Mos noticeably C L Systems; Inc., have developed
library circulatIon;/sxstems which have the capacity lo.serve many libraries in a,
region, can be li d together to create a network, and can be expanded to provide
an online catalog', Fiiither,, they:can be fed through local data derived in machine-
readable forM,from the bibliogiaPhicutilities, either through.the terminal orZapes.
Once bought and installed; however, these' become tools used and controlled 5y not
for- profit groups to serve their social purposes. Insofar as the manufacturer



continues research and deve.lopin'ent Alvestment, it iti, probOly not to provide
"network" services but to increase the attractivehess of the product for *al
groups wishing to establish a."net'woric,"

One 'additional group 'which is 'growing In recognition is the vendor of
microcomputer software which can be used.independently to provide word process.
l.pg and analytic services and as terminals to access bibliographic and other data
bases.

Access to abstracting and'indexing data bases has grown in\ta diligent way,
Hirst, the data bases themselves were not necessarily viewed as the end product by
the manufacturers; rather they were the .means, to the .production of printed
products. Indeed when -approached ley computing centers for access to the data,
some vendors had a great deal of difficulty in assessing the value and the price to
be paid for copies of the datti. base.. The major abstracting and indexing data base
producers in the early pioneering 'days were lirirparily (although not exclusively)
governmental or not-for-profit .groups such as the National Library of Medicine,
Chemical Abstracts' Service, or Biosciences Information Service (BIOSIS), and as
stated, the data bases supported printed products.- NIAI led the way in providing
access to machine-readable files. through SUNY's Biomedical Communication
Network, and MEDLINB. But very, quickly, private enterprise saw the opportunity

. to access the same or other files. This led to the development of Lockheed's
Dialog service, the System Development Corporation, ,end the Biblidgraphic
Retrieval Service, whose function is to provide computer access and generalized
software which can access a variety of files, Other private specialized systems
exist, such as LEXIS for law materials. ,

Much of the controversy in. the NCLIS task force report concerns the
access to government produced data bases when the government provides the
access to its own data base and the development of services by governMent which
challenge similar, services already available. Examples of both groups are given on
pages 79-81 of the report. (The'-National. Institute of Mental Health case is an
interesting example of the absence\ of additional information. One immediately
asks what constitutes the forty perdent of unique Material in NIMH? Is it rejected
by Psychological Abstracts Is it pub;110ed in journals not indexed by Psychological
Abstracts; what unique material ih 'Psychological Abstracts is not indexed by
NIMH; how, timely are the respective'data bases; acid so on?)

BIBLIOGRAPHIC NETWORKS

The important focus in this section is not a r ew of the past but an
understanding of the forces_ which have force ie cork deyelopment. It is

important to understand the degree of confluence t at is .taking place, can be

expected to take place in the near future, and may continue through the next
decade.

A. Now

1. Their membership has spread from exclusive access from the public
sector to libraries in for-profit institutions. This is still a minority
group (and wil continue to be so under IRS understandings), but it
is an importa group which brings with it a different under-
standing of the value and price of information. As stated by, one
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§pAGidi librarian, Al can't previde imich original information from
iny library, hut I AM 411XiOt.14 (0'04y forWhat I get,"

Rwiticed binding from government and foundations has 'created
cooperative, mutually dependent. partnership between libraries-, and
networks with libraries (users)- knowingly paying for research and
dev,eloptilent and contributing to its managements_ '

\ , .
3, The librarieS have. gained an appreciation of the value of the asSet

' of the massive data bases which they havo'built 'Cooperatively and
the telecommtinications infrastructure which they support In order
to access that data .base

A, more H.bOsiness!.ille" approach by bibliographic utilities, regional
networks, and participating libraries has 3aken place, with a
hardening of the decision process following the tightening of "000
money.

5. The heed to strengthen' quality control of the data base 'through
joint efforts, research and development In authority file control,
and support for Library of!Congros has been recognized,

6.. . Expansion of horizons. of service into additional systems and
services, from. non-roman character sets' to online catalogs to
distrlbutbd systems, has taken place.

7. Competition among the utilities has been recognized.

B. Near Term

1. Development of offline producls from data basesf e.g., union lists
of serials.

2. Continuation of joint work on authority files and the development
of online catalogs.

3. Exploitation of the telecommunication networks through such
projects as OCLC's Gateway (which has the potential of interfacing
with private sector data base services):

4. Recognition of excellence in cataloging in certain institutions in an
effort to expand the authority and quality of bibliographic data
bases.

5. Rapid expansion of the use of microcomputers as very intelligent
terminals spawning a vast variety of local systems and services,
perhaps expanding beyond the library to the laboratory .or the

6. Development of, distributed systems by the bibliographic utilities to
provide local services such as circulation, online catalogs, etc., so
that the systems will be linked as an integral part of the main
bibliographic networks.



7. Expansion of interfaces between not-for-profit utilities and private
enterprise systems for circulation and -other services.

8. 0 Improved managernent information services pulling together data
from a variety of sectors into coherent systems.

9. Electronic interface between not-for-profit utilities and private
enterprise jobbers, vendors, and publishers.

C. Long Term

1. Attempts to cope with electronic publishing on demand, electronic
document delivery, and videotext. For example, the introduction
by the Library of Congress of videodisk storage of its catalog could
have consequences on the services provided by the utilities.

2. Continued expansion to the international community, conceivably
resulting in twenty-four hour service in the U.S. and further
expansion of the data base.

3. AdditionalAa' ttempts to enhance the range and quality, of data bases
through the deliberate stimulus of selecting collections for retro-
spective conversion and the development of by-products from the
bases.

ECONOMICS OF LIBRARY NETWORKS

It is generally accepted that the purpose of library networks is to improve
the cost effectiveness of,operations of both individual participants and the group as

a whole. The network does this in two ways: first, by lowering the direct cost of
specific function, e.g.,. cataloging a book; and second, by improving the utilization,
of bibliographic, human, spatial, and fiscal resources. This is not different from .-
the function of a library within its community but merely an extension of the
purpose to a larger environment.

It has been well demonstrated that networks are successful in achieving
these goals. Many studies of libraries have shown reduced costs,. shifting Q!
personnel, reduced backlogs, and other benefits over and above the fiscal and social
costs of Apstituting chanse. The' change in regional network operations, for
example, when early workers were almost missionaries, to the present almost
unsolicited movement of libraries to networks, demonstrates acceptance.

-' -two' problems are presehted. First, while it is relatively easy to demon-
,

strate reduced cost, we lack an adequate economic model to assess the value of
impeoved` service. This is true 'of libraries as well as of networks, This is more
than an operational inconvenieriCe. In times of challenge, a well-ordered, well-
disciplined' group, such as the private sector, with a clear target and firm
expectations can seize the initiative. The government and public sectors have
goals of service which remain vaguely stated in economic terms. Unless and until
libraries and networks can make clear economic value statements and establish
goals in clear economic terms, they will be disadvantaged in any conflict over turf.

o
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The second problem is that it is difficult to see clearly how the new
technology (videotext, electronic publishing on demand, 'electronic docurnent
delivery, etc.) will affect the operation and function of many libraries. (Clearly
the effects and the degree of Lacceptance will be a direct function of its
community.) But to what degree will or can the library be bypassed? How will
libraries respond? What effect will this have on the economics of libraries? And
on the economics of networks? How will the roles and the economic raison d'etre
of networks change as the economics of information access and delivery change?

Both of these problems are rich areas for research and disCovery; and there
may yet be time to find answers.

THE FUTURE NETWORK IN RELATION TO THE TASK FORCE REPORT

It is proposed that the future network will be:

An online catalog, which links
bibliographic,
publishing (including electronic and publishing on demand),
disciplinary,
abstracting and indexing, and
holdings and inventory information,

all of which are developed and maintained by a
mixture of service providers drawn from all
three sectors, each working through economic
self interest to mutual economic advantage.

Users of the "cat4log" will have access to a variety of
supporting services such as ordering, printing, and
interlibrary loan through the same mechanism.

If that view can be accepted as a working definition for the purpose of this
paper, how will selected principles and recommendations from the NCLIS task
force report help or hinder development?

Recommendation 1. Information Environment: Given ,an increased
recognition. of the value of information, govern-
ment may need to stimulate its dissemination. The
economic question is how should the government
enhance the activity? In some cases by direct
distribution, in others, by subsidy (enhancement of- competitive forces). The user's search for infor-
mation through a network could lead to either
source, and probably. the user doesn't care. Need
will supersede doctrine. The user just wants the
best service he can get. In other words, the
information needed will change the mode of
delivery.

Recommendation 4. Use of Technology:. Of course, but it is true of all
levels of public sector activity not just at the
Federal government level. There are competing
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views within the sector of the appropriate loci of
responsibility and initiative. It is important not to
underestimate the questions of turf.

Recommendation 5. Standards: Absolutely essential at the national and
international level. The negative tone "will not
inhibit" is curious; "will encourage" is preferable
language.

Recommendations 6-7. Education and Research: Again absolutely essen-
tial. It is a tragedy that with a few honourable
exceptions, the library schools have lost the ,ini-
tiative during the past decade. Educational needs
go beyond the organizer of information to the user
(or under-user) of information. Loss of Federal and
state research funds is also a tragedy.. Some
competitiVe sources, e.g., Title IIa of the Higher
Education Act, had a splendid record of objectivity
and success which are almost a model of govern-
ment stimulus through research support.

Statistics and Management Data: The burden of
this paper is precisely that there are not enough
data to make informed decisions. Data are
becoming more available as a by-product of the use
of machine-readable files; but there remains the
serious question of the degree of acceptance of (or
amount of fear generated by) accurate manage-
ment information within organizations. It is pos-
sible to hold the view that improved management
of a library or network through access to better
management data is one. of the most impqrtant
benefits that can be derived from network use.

Recommendations 10-11. The view of this 'paper is that the issues are th,e'
economic questions of cost-benefit, not doctrine.
The value of the information will be determined*,
the users and the use to which it is put, not the
mode of its distribution.

Recommendations 8-9.

Recommendation 12.

Recommendations 14-15.

Yes.

An 'interesting example of "added-value" in the
network environment is the use and re-use made of
Library of Congress MARC tapes by subscribers lb..
networks and individual, libraries: Here, the
provision of processing services to allow local
adoption and re-use is the fundamental activity,
and this meets the expectations which Library of
Congress had when it commenced the distribution
service. Networks would also probably accept
incentives 'to expand their -activities where appro-
priate.



Recommendations 19 -23.

Recommendations 24-27.

Even if one accepts the principle, the definitions of
"compelling reasons" are very difficult. There is
no language in these recoMMendations which
suggest that the efficiency of the private sector
should also be reviewed altho h the question is
raised in the discussion (p. 67 of the NCLIS task
force report). One assumes t a,tv.the government
would let a bid or that contracVrbnewal would be
the basis for such review. 6 specific recom-
mendation would have restored 'some semblance of
balance.

Recommendation 23 is rather begrudging in its
tone and intent. In the network environment, it is
easy to identify examples where the government
should be actively encouraged to expand and
enhance its information products. If the Library of
Congress could speed and expand its cataloging
activities, for example, the coStAeneficial effects
would immediately be felt by many libraries.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In terms of library networking these recommen-
dations are acceptable; the value of the online
catalog proposekl in this section would be dimi-
nished by the absence. of government data. There
is some danger in recommendations 24 and 25 if it
is assumed that "no charge" is "no cost.", Deposit
of and access to* documents and access to catalogs
incur expenses/ which would be intolerable for a
local library or network unless operational support
is offered. Recommendation 27 can only be imple-
mented. 'within. the capa &ity of the existing infra-
structure to absorb an additional workload. There
is however, economic reason to expect that it is
cheaper totexpand an existing organization than to
'create a new one.

The NCLIS task force report is an important ,contribution to the disciissions
on information policy. Many of the recommendations are unexceptionable. It does
enunciate some "principles" that are controversial, which in their wording and
intent represent the prevalence of a disciplined market viewpoint within the task
.force: The not-for-profit sector and library networks were barely accounted for by
the task-force. Its deliberations in the end focused almost exclusively on the right
of the private sector to publish government information when it wishes to

The government is a massive producer of information, Od for the ultimate
.user, timeliness, accuracy, and cost efficiency of distribution and 'access are the
primary criteria of acceptance, not who undertakes the task, It is not possible
from the report to make accurate jtidgments about the merits of any claim given-
the lack of supporting data (which the report itself recognizes in one of its
recom Mendations).



The responsibility of a network, however, is to provide access to as many
sectors and sources of information as possible as cost effectively as possible. The
user, through selection of information sources, will be the ultimate judge of the
efficiency of information distribution and will, through choice, determine the range
and scope of network services.

Important though the report is, it is difficult to accept that adoption of the
principles it pdses is the central issue which faces society as it moves further'into
the information age. Many of its recommendations will, if implemented, improve
the upderstanding and efficiency of information access and, distribution, through
networks where economically appropriate. The central issues of understanding
fully the information economy remain and demand urgent attention,
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APPENDIX D

NAG ACTIONS, ON NCLIS TASK FORCE REPORT

NCLIS Principles

Principle 1. The
Federal government
should take-a leadership
role in creating a frame-
wiork that would facilitate
the development and foster
the use of information pro-
ducts and services.

$4

NCLIS Recommendations

Recommendation 1. Provide
an environment that will
enhance the competitive
forces of the private sec-
tor so that the market
mechanisms can be effective
in allocating resources in
the use, of information and
in directing innovation'
into market determined areas.

NAC. Recommendations

7

Recommendation 2. Affirm - Uncertain of
the applicability of the applicability
First Amendment to infor-
mation products and services.

Recommendation 3. Encourage
Congress to be consistent in
the language used and in the
application of principles
relating to information
products and services such
as those identified, in this
report, when it formulates
legislation and when it
exercises its oversight role.

Recommendation 4. Encourage°
government agencies to
utilize the most efficient
(information) technologies.

27(
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N.CLIS Principles

41,

NCLIS Recommendations NAC Recommendations

Recommendation 5. Encourage Support
the setting and use of volun-
tary standards that will'hot
inhibit the further develop:-
rent of innovative information
products and services.

. Recommendation 6. Encourage Support
and support educational pro-.

' grams that provide the
professional skills needed to
furitler.the development and

, use of information as an eco-
nernic and social resource.

Recommendation 7. Encourage Support
and support both basic and
applied research in library,
and information science.

Recommendation 8. 'Encourage Support
and support statistical'
programs and related research,
to provide the data needed to
deal with information policy
issues.

Recommendation 9. Conduct
°a periodic economic assess-
ment of the impact of
Federal government inforrna-
tion *ducts and services.

Recommendation 10. Encourage
Federal agencies to regard
the dissemination of infor-
mation, especially through the
mechanisms of the private.
sector (both for-profit and
not-for-profit), as a high'
priority responsibility.

Recommendation 11. Identify
and evaluate alternatives
to existing-federal informa-
vtion dissemination mechanism?:

47
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NCLIS Principles

Principle 2. The Federal
government should establish
and enforce policies and
procedures that encourage
and do not discourage,
investmept by the private
sector in'the development
and use of information
products and services.

NCLIS Recommendations NAC Recommendations

Recommendation 12. DeVelop SuPport4
and support the use of
librAries as active means
for access to governmental
information by the public.

Recommendation 13. Identify
and eliminate legal and
regulatory barriers to
the introduction of new
information products and
services.

Recommendation 14. Encourage
private enterprise to "add
value" to government informa-
tion (i.e., to repackage it,
provide further processing
services, and otherwise enhance,
the information so that it can
be sold at a profit).

RecommendaIion 15. Provide Support
incentives'tO existing
organizations/ such as
libraries and bookstores,
that will encourage them
to expand their activities
in dissemination of govern-
mentally distributable
information.

-44-
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NCI..{IS Principles

Principle 3. The Federal
,:government should not

provide information
'1-products and services

in commerce 'except when
there are compelling
reasons to do so, and
then only when it
protects 'the private
sector's every oppor-
tunity to assume the
function(s) commercially.

NCLIS Recotiimendations

Recommendation 16.
Establish procedures )
which will create a
realistic opportunity
for private sector
involvement in the
planning process for
.government information
'activities.

Recommendation 17. Involve
thelprivaite sector in the
protess of formulating
standar.ds relating to
Federal irrformation
activities.

'Recommendation,18. Create
or improve mechanisms for
ensuring,that the actions
of government agencies, in
developing information
resources, products, and
services, are consistent
with the policies, goals,
and long-range plans that
are announced.

Support

Support

Recommendation 19. Announce Support
intentions sufficiently
ahead of time to provide an
opportunity for private
sector involvement when a
government agency, for
reasons it regards as
compelling, should plan
to develop and/or market
an information product or
service.

-45-
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NCLIS Principles

O

NCLIS Recommendations

Re Commendation 20. Review
and aprove

2
before imple-;

menta ion, any plans for the
goVernment to develop and/Or
Market an information product
or service, the review to be
carried out by an agency
appropriate to the branch of
governinent (such as OMB, GAO,
CBO).

Recommendation 21:
Include an "Information
impact and costarialysis"
as part of the process of
review, evaluation, and
approval of any plans for
the government to develop
and /or: to market am infor-
mation prodifct or service,
the analysis to cover
economic and social effe0S,,
effects on, existing prOduas,
and services, effeCtson
potential private sector4.
products and services, and
benefits to the public.

Recornmendation 22. .Review
periodically to evaluate
the desirability of continua-
tion of any information product
or service as a governmental
.activity.

Recommendation 23. Do not
arbitrarily restrict the
Federal governMent frorn
enhancement of nforrnatiOn
products and services, even
if solely to meet the needs:
of constituencies outside
the government itseff.

NAC ecommenciations.



NCLIS Principles

Principle 4. The'
`Federal government
when it uses, repro-
duces, or distributes
information available
from the private,
sector as part of an
information resource,
product, or service,
tmust,assure that the
property rights of the
private sector sources
are adequately ptotected.

Principle 5.. The Federal
gOvernment should make
gc.ite,rnmentally distribut-
able information 'openly

.

avaqable in readily
rept.bdiicible form, with;
out any constraints on

, subsequent

NCLISRscommendations NAC Recommendations

Support

/

RedOmmendation 24, , Announce
Ithe availadility of gOverh-
,inehtallY-odiStributable
iniorrhatJon'..nd. maintain
Onebe4hOteregisters tb
help :the public. determike
what "governmentally distri-
butable information is
available.

Support

Redd rpendatioh25. Deposit Suppcirt
gover mentally distributable
information, in whatever form
it may be available, at
national and regional centers
including regional depository ,

': libraries, where it may be
examined at no charge.

Recommendation "26.. Do not
assert ally Federal government
copyrights on information the,.
Federal governMent Makes
dornestically available.

.-' "747'-
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NCLIS Principles

Principle 6. ,The Federal
gov,erntnerit should set
pricing policies for
distributing information
products or services that
reflect the true cost of
access and/or reproduc-
tion, any specific prices
_to be subject to review an
independent authority.

Principle 7. The Federal
government should actively,
use existing mechanisms such

'as the libraries of the
country, as'primary channels
for making governmentally
distributable information,
available to the public.

NCLIS Recommendations

. Recommendation 27. Use the
--nationis libraries and non-

. governmental 'information
centers as means for distri-
bution of governmentally
distribUtable information
instead of .creating new.
governmental:units or
expanding existing ones.

NAC Recoinmendations

'Support

Support
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